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Topics: k-NN prediction and similar methods, structured data and intrinsic dimension, efficient search, choice of metric, deep representation of data, modern uses and practical tradeoffs.

Abstract. Tutorial to be given at ICML 2018.

1 Overview

Description. Nearest-neighbor methods are among the most ubiquitous and oldest approaches in Machine Learning and other areas of data analysis. They are often used directly as predictive tools, or indirectly as integral parts of more sophisticated modern approaches (e.g. recent uses that exploit deep representations, uses in geometric graphs for clustering, integrations into time-series classification, or uses in ensemble methods for matrix completion). Furthermore, they have strong connections to other tools such as classification and regression trees, or even kernel machines, which are all (more sophisticated) forms of local prediction. Interestingly, our understanding of these methods is still evolving, with many recent results shedding new insights on performance under various settings describing the range of modern uses and application domains [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Our aim is to cover such new perspectives on k-NN, and in particular, translate new theoretical insights (with potential practical implications) to a broader audience.

A tentative schedule of topics is outlined in Section 2 below. The presentation will consist of a mix of theoretical and empirical insights that addresses modern uses of k-NN and also aim to yield insights into related nonparametric methods.

Objectives. A first objective is to share new perspectives into proper practical uses of k-NN. We aim to address questions such as when (or on what type of data) might we expect good performance from k-NN methods; how to properly configure the method and which tradeoffs to expect (under choices of k, of metric, subsampling or other techniques to improve time and space efficiency). While much of such insights are present in the ML literature, and related areas, they are often of a technical nature that can make it inaccessible to the wide audience of practitioners. Our first objective is therefore to translate these insights to a wider audience.

Our second objective is to shed some light on the recent realization that overparametrized procedures might still generalize properly. Nearest neighbor methods, as quintessential nonparametric approaches, are very much overparametrized, yet they can be shown to generalize well, despite the fact that the usual insights from ML theory do not apply; therefore, modern insights on generalization of k-NN are interesting beyond the scope of this particular method.

Target audience. While much of the presentation will be rooted in recent theoretical insights, we will assume a non-theory audience, yet with the expected ML background in calculus (or basic analysis) and basic probability or statistics. However, we will expect that the more theoretical audience will also benefit from high-level overviews of new theoretical insights into generalization and practical tradeoffs.

Presenters. We plan to split the presentation, with the introduction and basic technical insights (Part 1) being covered by Samory Kpotufe, while more recent advances and modern uses (Part 2) will be covered by Sanjoy Dasgupta. Short bios are given below.

Sanjoy Dasgupta. (email: dasgupta@cs.ucsd.edu)
Sanjoy Dasgupta is a Professor in the Department of Computer Science and Engineering at UC San Diego. His area of research is algorithmic statistics, with a focus on interactive learning. He is the author of a textbook,
Algorithms” (with Christos Papadimitriou and Umesh Vazirani), that appeared in 2006. He was program co-chair for COLT in 2009 and for ICML in 2013. Of relevance to this tutorial, Sanjoy Dasgupta has given a number of tutorials at various leading venues (ICML 2009; Machine Learning Summer School (MLSS), Chicago 2005, 2009; Series of three lectures at Institut Henri Poincare, Paris, May 2011; Microsoft Research Summer School for Machine Learning, Bangalore, June 2015; Symposium on Computational Geometry and Topology in the Sciences, College de France, June 2017).

Samory Kpotufe. (email: samory@princeton.edu)

Samory Kpotufe is an Assistant Professor at ORFE, Princeton University, and works at the intersection of Machine Learning and Nonparametric Statistics. In particular, his work on local predictive methods ($k$-NN, tree-based regression and classification) has won honors at leading Machine Learning venues (best student paper at COLT, and plenary presentations at NIPS, and AISTATS). Of relevance to this tutorial, Samory was an invited lecturer at the Machine Learning Summer School (MLSS), Cadiz 2016, where he covered topics on modern Nonparametrics.

2 Detailed outline of topics (tentative)

PART I: Basic Insights for Structured Data

• Universality and Related Methods.
  (basic relations to trees, kernel machines, gaussian processes)

• Behavior of $k$-NN Distances (a denominator across modern analyses).
  (bias-variance, manifold, sparsity, choice of $k$, choice of metric)

• Why Classification is easier than Regression.
  (key insights about noise margin)

• Improving Performance, and some Tradeoffs.
  (Weighted NN methods and relations to Subsampling and Bagging)

PART II: Refined Analysis and Recent Uses

• Recent Formalisms that better Capture Modern Data.
  (volume-based smoothness, mixed costs regimes)

• Active and Semi-supervised learning using NNs.
  (key strategies to reduce labeling costs)

• Exploiting Deep Representations
  (some modern uses, and effects of better representation)

• Modern methods for Efficient NN search.
  (exact or approximate $k$-NN search, and statistical tradeoffs)
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